NORM-CONTROLLABILITY: BASIC IDEȦ
x = f (x, u)
• process control: does more reagent yield more product ?
• economics: does increasing advertising lead to higher sales ? 
where For dual notion of observability, [Hespanha-L-Angeli-Sontag '05] followed a conceptually similar path Precise duality relation -if any -between norm-controllability and norm-observability remains to be understood Instead of reconstructing precisely from measurements of , norm-observability asks to obtain an upper bound on from knowledge of norm of :
where is nondecreasing in and class in reachable set at from using
See paper for extension using higher-order derivatives
For simplicity take and . Fix
. 
Repeat for x(ť 2 ), x(ť 3 ), . . .
IDEA of CONTROL CONSTRUCTION
x(ť 1 )
.
's and 's don't accumulate Can prove:
when For each , "good" are and :
non-smooth at 0 can be increased from 0 at desired speed V so any with is "good":
For ,
x 1 6 = 0V =ẋ 1 For , -same as above 
System is NC with θ ∈ (0, 1)
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EXAMPLES 3) Isothermal continuous stirred tank reactor with irreversible 2nd-order reaction from reagent A to product Ḃ 
